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E.C. WILLIAMS PAPERS

Preliminary Inventory

Box 1

Folder 1:

Letter from Wilbur P. Thirkeld to EC Williams – May 26, 1926

“Howard University” by E.C. Williams – 6 pages
   Article about Howard republished from *The Crisis* (February 1922)

Ohio Library Association / Ohio Library Trustees Association Handbook
   Inside: Letter from E.J. Josey – November 27, 1968
   Donated to be included with EC Williams papers due to reference to
   Williams in the introduction to the handbook

Folder 2:

*The Colonel* – TS – short story – 14 pages

Lined journals (2) containing MS version of the drama *The Exile*, author's
notes, part of an unidentified play.

“La Leggenda del Diletto” – TS – poem in Italian (?) - 1 page

Folder 3: Williams, E.C.
*The Incomparable Dolly* – TS – short story – 36 pages


“January 8, 1923. We surely missed you at Lillian’s last night. . .”


“XIII . . . Sunday, December 17th. Dear Bob: It is a cheering thought to know that within a week you will be here . . .”


“Sunday, February 4. As I pen these lines I am still on Uneasy Street – to quote the slangy Miss Riddick. . .”